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IMPORTANT SAFETY WARNING

Safety Warning

Please use this product according to this Manual

Please ensure that the mains power is suitable for this product, do not use this product if its casing or mains

cable is damaged

Do not allow any foreign matter to enter the clearance between the massage head and the casing

Do not allow the product to come into contact with water so as to avoid any possible accidents that may result

from a short circuit

Please disconnect the product from the mains supply after use or before cleaning to avoid damage to the

equipment or personal injury.

Do not plug or unplug this product when your hands are wet Do not pull the cable when plugging orun plugging,

and not available strong force.

Do not damage the cable or change the circuit of the product

Please cease using this product in case of a power cut in order to avoid anybody injury upon sudden power

resumption

Do not use any spare parts and attachments other than those recommended

Do not use the appliance in outdoor

Do not use this product with too much force so as to avoid injury

Do not use this product within an hour after a meal

Please stop using this product and consult your local supplier if you notice anything abnormal with the product

during use.

Please stop using this product and consult your doctor for advice if you notice anything abnormal with the

product during use.

This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental

capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or instruction

concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. Children should be supervised to

ensure that they do not play with the appliance.

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified



persons in order to avoid a hazard.

Working Environment

Do not use this product in a highly humid environment such as a bathroom

Do not use this product immediately after there has been a sharp change in the environmental temperature

Do not use this product in an environment where there are lots of dust or corrosive gases.

People That Should Not Use This Product

Women that are pregnant or menstruating

People with contagious skin conditions

Patients with osteoporosis

Patients with heart diseases and with electronic medical instruments like a heart pacemaker.

People in a high fever

Those who are injured or suffering from anybody surface disease

Children under 14-year old or people mentally unbalanced without being Supervise dare not allowed to use this

machine

Those who need to rest according to a doctor’s advice or those who do not feel well.

Those who are wet

Those are under the influence of alcohol or feeling unwell

Please according to your doctor’s advice if you have had an operation recently

The appliance has a heated surface. Persons insensitive to heat must be careful when using the appliance.

FUNCTION

1. The new foot massage with full air bag massage, designed with two sections, up and down section with

overturn function, novel appearance, fashionable design.

2. Total with 30 air bags, kneading with thigh, calf, instep affective, the 3 active rollers on foot can massage the

muscle on foot effectively, stimulating the reflex point on foot.

3. The organic combination of kneading and rolling wheel, give you a relaxing massage experience, meanwhile,

achieve beauty legend beneficial reflex

4. With carbon fiber heat on thigh, ankle, has warm therapy effect.

5. The up and down section can turn 110 degree, with handle overturn frame in the bottom, the angle is 20

degree, can massage your knee conveniently when you lift it

6. With base caster, can move easily, the noise of the product less than 45db



7. With three individuation air massage models, three intensity options, three roller massage model, in

automatically model, the roller change one model one minute, manual model, jump out automatically to

automatic model

8. After 15 minutes massage, the machine is shut off automatically.

9. The kneading cover with zip can be cleaned easily so as to keep massager neat and tidy.

COMPONENT NAME AND FUNCTION

METHOD OF USAGE



Plug the wire in to the plug set, the power indicator light flash, then into a standby situation.

According to your requirement, lift the base frame by hand, the front part will lift forward, the angle is 20 degree.

Press On/ off button, entering the massager works. Depend on your requirement, please choose different

massage modes and speed on Mode and Speed button. You open and close heating therapy by pressing

Heating therapy key.

Press Stop button, shut off the function of massage and heating therapy. The power light is flashing and enter

standby mode.

Auto shut-off feature after the massager has been in use for 15 minutes. The power light is flashing and enter

standby mode

Note:

1. Please switch off power and unplug power plug if not use frequently .

2. No standing during massage and before or after using to avoid damage to the machine.

Correct massage method

According to individual massage demand, appropriately adjust upper section to some angle to massage knee

and calf.(picture 1)

According to individual massage demand, appropriately adjust upper section to a best angle to massage calf

and thigh .(picture2)

According to different massage part, turn over upper section by 110′ to massage knee.(picture3)



PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Note: our company reserved the rights of product’s design and explaination.  Please check with us before order,
we may change outlook design without notice.
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